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The "Science of Futures" or "Futurology"

is the systematic study of probable,

possible, desirable and plausible futures,

including the worldviews and myths that

underlie every future

What is meant by sciences of futures?

Capitalization of previous EUSALP ARPAF project «ALPJOBS» 

- Anticipate Future Jobs on Alpine Remote Areas (2018-2020)
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Why 
futures?

Yesterday Today Tomorrow/Future

Predictions, 

Statistics, Previous 
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Probable scenario

(trend)

Desired scenario

alternative A

Desidred scenario

alternative B
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events
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Vision

Future developments



Scenario is not prediction nor utopia!

The future is not predetermined or predictable!

Starting condition

Uncertainity

analysis

Prediction

Uncertainity

probability of 

precipitation (in %)



So, what is a scenario?

Scenarios are coherent descriptions of

possible alternative futures that reflect

different perspectives on past, present and

future developments and can serve as a

basis for action
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Strategy: anticipate the desired future

Yesterday Today Tomorrow/Future

Prediction, 

Statistics, previous 

Trend 

Desired Scenario

alternative A

Vision

THE PROACTIVE AGENT

acts to deliver change

Probable Scenario 

(trend)

https://www.tirol2050.at/de/

vision/energieautonomie/
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Drivers of Change / Basic Trends

• Megatrends : driving forces/far reaching global 

patterns that define the world today and that of 

tomorrow. In other words, they are predicting a 

likely/probable future of EU and EUSALP AREA.

• Local trends : driving forces/far reaching regional 

patterns that define the regional today and that of 

tomorrow. In other words, they are predicting a 

likely/probable future of a specific territory. 
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MEGA-MESOTRENDS in EU (European Environmental Agency)

etc. 



https://www.espon.eu/sites/default/files/attachments/

01_alps_2050_FR_main_report.pdf (see par. 3)

MEGA-MESOTRENDS for the ALPS 

https://www.espon.eu/sites/default/files/attachments/01_alps_2050_FR_main_report.pdf


SLOVENIA

Lower AUSTRIA

Meaningful trends (for our pilot cases)

SOUTH TYROL

CANTON OF GRISONS



https://www.scmi.de/de/post-corona-szenarien



Anticipation of the future: connection to I4A

(inner development)

https://www.wired.com/2016/11/time-think-living-old-parking-garages/



https://peatlands.org/peatlands/what-are-peatlands/http://www.peatmax.com/en/home/

Anticipation of the future: connection to I4A

(peatlands)
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Activities carried out

1. Definition of the Key Focal Issues (done by 4 Pilot Regions)

2. according to the Climate Change Scenarios worked out 

for each region (when none, take into account those 

worked out by IPCC), selection of key/most relevant ones 

Drivers of Change (Heavy/Zero land Take as orizontal axis)

3. identification of the Critical Drivers of Change 

4. building the Scenario Framework 

5. frame of the Scenario Characteristics (Narrative)



A scenario for South Tyrol (pilot case: inner development)



Added value of the Future Scenarios
a) Exploratory or knowledge function: systematize and deepen the 

knowledge of local trends and “background noises” in progress, as 

well as of the situations and implications in progress.

b) Communication function: to focus and improve communication 

processes by contributing to cooperation and networking between 

different actors.

c) Goal setting function: develop or implement goals and direct 

attention to the desired future.

d) Strategic decision-making co-creation function:

• allow a verification of the decisions, measures and strategies 

undertaken,

• advise decision makers on how to ensure that their current 

policies are robust in the long run in the face of future 

uncertainties
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